FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
STRATA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
1-800-680-7750

*FENCING SYSTEMS APPROVED FOR USE WITH SLEEVE-IT ARE LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING HEIGHTS:
A. CHAIN LINK UP TO 8 FEET ABOVE FINISHED GRADE WITH POST SPACING OF 8 FEET (MIN)
B. ORNAMENTAL (STEEL, ALUMINUM, WROUGHT IRON) POST UP TO 6 FEET ABOVE GRADE WITH POST SPACING OF 10 FEET (MIN)
C. OPEN BOARD / GAP BOARD (70% OPEN) POST UP TO 6 FEET ABOVE FINISHED GRADE WITH POST SPACING OF 6 FEET (MIN)

INSTALL 12″ØX24″ DEEP SLEEVE-IT DURING CONSTRUCTION OF WALL. SET FENCE POST IN CONCRETE AFTER BACKFILLING.

REINFORCED BACKFILL ZONE - COMPACT TO 95% MDD PER ASTM D698.

FENCE POST

SET POSITION OF SLEEVE IMMEDIATELY BEHIND TOPMOST SRW UNIT

CAP BLOCK

DIAMOND PRO® PS BLOCK

MIN 1.7°
MAX 7.1°

12″ (MIN) OF FREE-DRAINING AGGREGATE

FILL SLEEVE W/ CONCRETE, SET FENCE POST